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By PAUL SCHERR
the same thing happened each time.
Nothing.
Last Friday in Mitchell Hall,
There was no fire and an alarm
English teacher Patricia Smith
finally, legally and responsibly would have been a false alarm. But
broke a childhood admoniton and no alarm at all has raised some
pulled a fire alarm. In fact, she and questions about possible fire code
her students, smelling something violations and related safety on the
like "burning rubber," and fearing UNM campus.
Unquestionably, fire code
a fire, pulled three more alarms and

MISCELLANEOUS
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$99

buy~

ypu ( !) Any-..iiC dark wa1nu1 ~lnincd frame, (2)sufcly
liner. (.')foam lll\Ulmcrl l."mnfort p<:\d, (4Juny 'lllc
nuULtC'o'- "'·uh 3-yr. grwrautce. $99 m W;:ucr Trrp~.
,407{ cnlr<ll Nl:. 2S.S-221HI,
03121
ti!;IM Sm'"t;Cf rc-::~m p\a~ingStll!C totrrnamcnt. Sklllful
lOll 9
li\~'f CHANCl:d TO reclaim poetry ~ubmiucd to
Con~·cptron~ S. \V ,'<, [;t"'t h\ue. ( ome by Marron Hall
IO"i he lOre noon through Oct. 20th
)0 1 20
player\ wmnctl. l'all2.~~·3B$3, 2!'15·0608.

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services

New Mexico

DAILY

Laborers,
Domestics,
Clerical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have tran·
sportation and phone

By CHRIS MILLER

Campus Bicycle and Moped (Behind Okies)
Sekai, Fuji, Azuki

:u

3,5, 10 Speeds

DISCOUNT PRICES
All Mopeds· 5% above cost
1718 Central SE
243-9630

Visa,
MC
Mon.-Sat. 9·6
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ACROSS
1 Booted
5 Italian poet
10 Black bass
14- sapiens
15 The Hunter
16 Stockings
17 Algerian
port
18 Turning
points
20 Utopia
22 Stop
23 Muscle con·
dillon
24 Greek portico
25 Aim
28 Star-shaped
32 Through
33 39.37 inches
35 Pry
3 6 - - about
38 Severity
40 W. German
state
41 Flowers
43 Was listless
45 Equal: Pre·
46 Railroad
bridges
48 Higher
50- in full
51 Sup

52 Hiller was
one
55 Dead
59 Cheerful
61 Be bold
enough
62 Lytton
heroine
63 Wisconsin
city
64 Shield: Var,
65 Notices
66 Squandered
67- and file
DOWN
1 Market
2 Ethnic
dance
3Gen.Bradley
4 Italian astronomer
5 Tyrannize
6 Originate
7 African
river
8 - the line
9 Swordshaped
10 Certain
hymns
11 Give an
edge to
12 Consumes
13 Most excel-

'i

Friday's Puzzle Solved:

.f

Investigator (OM I) which is part of
The body of Jane Doe, a baby the UNM School of Medicine. The
no more than a few hours old, was OM! was created in 1973 by the
found in the toilet of a Greyhound state legislature to investigate and
bus at the Albuquerque bus depot examine the victims of sudden,
unexpected and unnatural death
on Sept. 29.
The body of John Doe, about25, throughout the state. The OM! also
was discovered lying on a mesa acts as a repository for unidentified
outside of Santa Fe on May 15 with bodies.
The unidentified bodies of apsix gunshot wounds in his body.
The body of another Jane Doe, proximately 50 Jane and John Does
about 18 or 19 years old, was found turn up yearly in New Mexico.
lying in an arroyo near Santa Rosa Most of these bodies are eventually
on July II with a single gunshot identified through intensive inwound to the head.
vestigative work, though some
The identity of each of these ·remain unknown
The investigative work involves
persons remains unknown hence, the use of the fictitious officials from local medical field
investigators from the OM! to the
names of Jane and John Doe.
Their bodies now lie ih the FBI.
morgue of the Office of the Medical
Of the approximate 3,600 bodies

brought into the OM! morgue ear.h
year the work to identify these
bodies involves some of the most
intensive and rigorous work, said
Vernon McCarty, chief deputy
medical investigator.
Normal prodedures used in
identifying bodies include checking
the person's clothing, fingerprinting, x-raying bones and teeth
and checking the body for any
prominent marks and scars, said
Dr. James Weston, the medical
investigator.
A description of the person is
then checked in local and <tate
police and FBI files, paying par·
ticular attention to missing persons
reports, McCarty said.
Dental examination can provide
information such as whether the
person smoked, and even how
wealthy lhe person was, according
to the amount of dental work the
person had done, Weston said. X·
rays of the teeth are aho then
checked against dental records of
private dentists.
If the body has decomposed to
such a state as to make even minor
characteristics
un·
Expressing concern that the State Board of Educational Finance (BEF) physical
appropriations requests will be inadequate, the UNM Regents agreed at a distinguishable, a facial reconstruction can often be done from
meeting Friday to attend the Nov, 16-17 BEF meeting.
The action was taken after UNM President William E. Davis told the the bone structure, Weston said.
board that the BEF staff recommmendations for 1979-1980 University
All but five to ten of the 3,600
budgets were not likely to meet increasing operating and utility costs.
Davis said the University administration also had protested the seven per unidentified bodies turn out to be
New Mexico residents, he said, The
cent guideline set by the BEF for salary increases for next year.
"We don't believe that is enough. Salaries should be at'lcast reflective of non-residents are often transients
the cost of living increase," Davis said. "And they should be in line with traveling alone and not readily
missed by friends or relatives,
increases for other state employees."
In recent years, he noted, higher education salary increase rates have Weston said.
continued on page 3
been substantially below !hose for other state employees."
"Particularly hard hit have been classified staff employees," the
president said. "In some cases staff at UNM are getting two or three
thousand (dollars) less than persons in similar positions With the
Abluqucrque Public Schools.''
Davis said the University is making a special plea for more equitable pay
for non-exempt staff employes.
He told the regents that finance Vice President John Perovich does not
believe the overall budget in'crese guideline of 7 per cent will meet actual
expenses. Utility costs are expected to rise by a markedly greater percentage.
Separate incidents of indecent
If the budget far next year is built along lines now being recommended exposure were reported to UNM
by the BEF, "It will mean we actualy will be falling behind," Davis said.
Police this weekend.
The fiscal situation of the state, he said; referring to a general fund
A UNM student told police that
surplus, "does not warrant that. The state cart affor.d quality education."
while she was studying Saturday in
Davis said that in addition to salaries, the University would seek im- Zimmerman library an Anglo male
provement in BEF staff recommendations for library books, social security exposed himself.
taxes, scheduled to rise in January and again the following year, and for
Police said that the suspect,
about 5' 5" and !50 pounds, was
utilities.
wearing a light blue shirt, havy·blue
Regent Calvin Horn questioned the BEF's interpretation of its role.
"Are they an ally of higher education or simply an arm of the pants and gold wire frame glasses.
Another UNM student reported
legislature?" Horn asked." I believe they should be an ally of education,
that while she was studying in the
defending it with the legislature,''
.
· Davis explained to the tegentsthat 1he University is asking for direct line Parrish library Sunday, a Spanish
appropriations next year for the Institute for Public Law and Services and male in his 20's exposed himself to
her.
the Buteau of Business and Economic Research.
She told police that the suspect
The tWo public service agencies, he said, have been funded from
University research overhead income. Bul costs are outstripping income, was abolll 5' 9" with short curly
he said. Additionally, Davis noted that similar public service institutes on brown hair, wearing light colored
pants and shi·rt.
other New Mexico campuses are funded by lihe item appropriatiot\S,
Police have been UJ\able !0
"1 believe similar functions should be funded on an equitable basis at all
idcnti fy the suspects.
of the>tate institutions," he said .

Regents to attend

A M I
M 1 L

lent
19 Fish from a
boat
21 Univ. bldg.
24 Barber's accessory
25 On the left
26 Spanish man
27 Literary
form
28 No. Amer.
plants
29 Use
30 Flirt
31 Mistake
34 Used a
stopwatch
37 Reprieves
39 Reserved
42 Put away

'.·,;',.

OMI checks deaths

Parking in rear

opposlte Hiland Shopping

., ,·1.

Bodies' identities unknown

1200 San Pedro NE
262·1946

oPeN

•tl16pm

· , . ·,.

violations on campus do exist - a
chair blocking a doorway, a can of
paint left out in the open - but if
these examples arc indeed
dangerous, the official responsibility for corrective action is
vague and elusive. It's like trying to
determine at which point the name
turns from blue to orange to
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44 Scandinavian
47 Volume
units
49 Chief
51 Devil
52 Baseball
slats
53 Century
plant
54 Movie
house, for
short
55 Data
56 Long narrative
57 Shamrock
land
58 Office piece
60 Small drink

financial meeting

UNM police.
hear reports
of exposures

yellow.
While it is the Albuquerque Fire
Department's job to extinguish
fires on the UNM grounds, it is the
New Mexico Fire Marshall's
responsibility to make inspections,
locate violations and issue reports
calling for compliance with the tire
code.
Fire Marshall Bob Baca, though,
is handicapped with a staff of only
three.
"We're doing great if we can get
to one university a year for a
thorough inspection," Baca said.
"However, if we get a particular
complaint, we'll send someone oul
for that purpose.''
But unlike the city fire departmen!, which has ordinances with
teeth (warrants, the power to close
a building and levy fines), the state
has none and compliance reports
easily go neglected because Baca 's
staff cannot spare the time to check
up on each and every violation.
When Baca receives a serious
complaint at UNM, he said, he asks

city Fire Prevention Department
Assistant Chief Herman R. Bishop
to help out with an inspection,
Bishop said he helps out when he
can but," We have a limited staff
ourselves: there arc 4,000 occupancies within the city limits that
we haven't ever inspected yet.
"And since we have no authorily
at the University, ali we can do is
send a report and a recommendation to Santa Fe,"
In April and May of this year,
Baca said, an inspection of UNM
was undertaken and the final report
sen I to Van Darn Hooker,
University Architect.
The inspection covered the
dormitories, La Posada dining hall,
Popejoy Hall, Rodcy Theatre, und
several other buildings including
Mitchell Hall. Baca said that at the
time of the inspection the. fire
alarms in M itchcll Hall were
operating.
None of the violations mentioned
was particularly sedous, Baca said.
contlnuod on pogo 3

Programmers
out-computed
By CHRIS MILLER
Several UNM students took on
professional scientists in a com·
puler-programming contest
Saturday and the students came out
on top.
The contest, which took place at
the computer-science building,
involved I 5 teams of two
programmers each. There were ten
studeJ\i teams and five teams
comprised of professional com·
puter scientists.
The contest involved a com·
bination of speed and accuracy in
solving four problems. Contestants
had to first set up a program for
each problem and then submit it to
a judge when they felt they had
solved it.
Thirty penalty points were given
for any wrong answer, and one
penalty point was given for each
minute the problem was not solved.
Peter Komen and Robert Kinsman, both UNM students in the
l)NM Computer and Information
Science department came in first by
solving the most problems-three
in three hours with 908 penalty
points.

Educator
honored
ln tribute to the late Dr. Dolores
Gonzales, a plaque will be
presented Wednesday at 2 p.m. to
the Dolores Gonzales elementary
School.
Dean David Darling of the UNM
department of education will
present the plaque on behalf of the
people of Honduras in memory of
Gonzales, who died in 1975.
Gonzales Elementary School
served as the pilot school for the
bilingUal
program
in
the
Albuquerque Public School systerrl.
Prior to her employment with the
University of New Mexico in the
field of bilingual education in 1969,
Dr. Gonzales served as an
elementary education advisor for
the ·United States Agency for
international Development in
Central America. From 1966-1969,
Dr, Gonzales, her colleagues and
many educators of Honduras
developed Spanish language tex-·
tbooks. She was also very in·
strumental in the development of
Teacher Training Institutes ih
Honduras.

In second place were Bob
Johnson and John Montague, both
computer scientists from Los
Alamos Laboratories who solved
three problems wilh 1264 penalty
points.
Third place winners were Charles
Crowley and Karl Lieberherr, also
computer scientists.
Fourth and fifth place winners
were students Charles Crowley,
Gary Kliemowicz, John Seamons
and Peter Isbcrg whose teams
solved two problems each. The four
contestants are to participate in the
Rocky Mountain Regional contest
on Nov. 3 in Phoenix. The national
contest is scheduled for next
semester.
The winners of Saturday's
contest, Komen and Kinsman, will
not be going to the regional or
national finals as they will be
graduating.
The contest was organized by
Denis Duncan, a professor ih CIS.
Judges were professors Ed
Gilbert and Nancy Martin, also in
CIS_

Historian
to speak
on rights
The coordinator of the
UNM Native American StUdies
program will address a panel
on human rights Wednesday at
a
three-day
conference
beginning today at Pamona
College, Claremont, Calif.
Dr, Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
will deliver her speech,
"Human Rights, the United
States',
and
American
Indians," to the panel exploring human rights con·
ditions and problems in the

u.s.

Dunbar-Ortiz, a visiting
history
professor
from
California State University in
Hayward, said the treatment
of Native Awericans in the
U.S.
"constitutes gross
violations of human rights."
Her speech to !he panel wiH
center on the treatment of
Native Americans in the U.S.
and their struggle for a better
existence, she said.
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Legislation ok'd
Carter
to
produce
major
WA'iiiiNCiTON (lli'I)·Thc lcgislntion--much of it passed in
'!)th c·mw.rc~s. in a marathon,
the last hour~.
P''''cd
At the end, C'ong•r·css found
1 <>lind·! IIC-C IOC k
>CS>l
,
',,
landmark employment and energy Carter both tough and persuasive,
lcgi,Jution, a pre-election tax cut
He vetoed, and Congress upheld,
and adjourned almost on target. In unpopular vetoes of the Public
three months, the 96th Congre» Works "pork barrel" bill and
will start. on a whole new worklond.
l'unds !'or a nuclear-powered airThe gavel fell on the 95th-the craft carrier,
first Congress under Presideot
He badgered the Senate and
c·arter- after dark Sunday evening, House into giving him an energy
more than 34 wild und hectic hours bill, jobs legislation and a tax cut,
ai'lcr the session began Saturday all or which cleared on the final
morning.
day.
rh~
heavily
Democratic
But the 95th Congress, refusing
Congress, with a Ocm~crat .in tl~e to become a rubber stamp for the
White !louse for the fli'St lime rn White House, also handed Carter
eight years, overcame its original some stinging defeats.
!'riel ion with and suspicion of
Congress refused to enact ally of
----·--· _
- - - · · - his four-part election reform
package, a proposal to hold down
the
rising costs of hospital care, noNew Mexico
fault auto insurance, labor law
DAILY LOBO
reform, the Alaska land bill, a
Vol .. 83
No. 42
major revision of the Federal
:3flt·IOI
Criminal Code and creation of a
!'Itt• Nt•u ,\11'-1-im /)alltl f,,tlm 1~ puhli-.lwd
separate education department.
\l11ndm lhmui.(h Frltbty t•u•ry n•~trdar \H't'k
11f tht• ttwHr .. il\' \'l'ltr awl wt•t·klv durin~ tlw
Much of what eventually reached
'>tJJtutuor -.t ....\HlJ; h\ tilt' llnanl. nf Hilldt•n!
White Hou.le was a comthe
J nhlttallum u{ tilt' U uhwr.ity nl Nt•~& Mt•xkn,
;md t~ JJ(lt fmtntt·J,tll'r ~~\\01-lrih'd wHit llN,\1.
promise-some of il grudging
St•l·nnd dtt.~~ Jlll\tu!.(P pttid at Alhtit]lll'rqw'.
agreement on both sides,
~t'l' Mt•~u·o N','J:IJ
~Uil'it'll[lllflll ruh• i\
$11l.IXI fur thPllt'nt]l•tJlll'WUT
The 96th Congress, which will
l'lw ll[IIUIHII' ~·~Jlfi'"I.Wd Of! tht' t•tJaturJaf
convene
Jan. 15 with .many new
paw·~ nf Th{• Dnt/IJ /,(J/11/ nrt• thu~t· ol tht•
faces, will face all the issues the
;tttt!Jnf -.(tit•]\ { 1 1l~I~U('d t!JIIt111111 j,i]wt of t]t('
Nlilunnl lmard Hf Tht• IJ;u]\-· J.ubu. 1\jnlhJng
95th did not complete plus
pnnll•rl lll Tilt' l>ail\ Lobo llt't'!~.muh
probably a SALT II, national
n·1m ... l'llt~ lh(· 1\('\l!,.~~r tlw t• ru\N~it} 11£ K~·~~
\lt·~lm
insurance, welfare reform and
energy production bills.
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World News
Polish pope elected
VATICAN CITY (UPI)-The
sacred college of cardinals stunned
the world Monday by electing
Polish Cardinal Karol Wojtyla as
pope, turning over spiritual
leadership of 700 million Roman
Catholics to a non-Italian pontiff
for the first time in 455 years.
Wojtyla, elected as the 264th
pope after two days and eight
ballots, chose the name John Paul
II to honor the "smiling pope,"
John Paull, who died 18 days ago.
Wojtyla is the first Polish pope,
the first from a Communist country
and at 58 years of age one of the
youngest in modern times. He will
lead the Roman Catholic Church
into the 21st century if he lives to
the age of 80,
Vatican
experts described
Wojtyla as a "theological conservative with an open mind." U.S.
Catholic officials said he had
visited the country frequently and
knows the situation. of the church in
the United Slates.
"He is a charming man, very
sophisticated, with charm and grace
galore," said Bishop Thomas Kelly,
general Secretary of the National

((THE INNKEEPERS OF JOY & HAPPINESS"

live Happy Houn Enten-tainment
Dance -to -the best banos 7 aays a rveek
GREAT lUNCHES & DINNERS SERVED DAllY

Conference of Catholic Bishops.
The Ill cardinals scaled in the
Sistine Chapel took eight ballots
spread over 32 hours and 48
minutes to name the Archbishop of
Krakow the throne of St. Peter.
Wojtyla's election came as a total
surprise to Vatican experts and
stunned the 300,000 people
gathered under a huge harvest
n10on in St. Peter's square for their
first glimpse of the new pontiff.
The crowd gasped in disappointment when a non-Italian name
was announced-the last nonItalian pope was Dutchman
Hadrian VI who died in 1523-but
soon warmed to Wojtyla when he
appeared on the central balcony of
St. Peter's Basilica.
His ruddy features and receding
hairline gave the new pope a
cherubic appearance but his thin
lips added a certain sternness. He
greeted the crowd with both hands,
raised his eyes to the sky and
smiled.
His predecessor, Pope John Paul
I, won the hearts of millions with
his warm smile dlll"ing a 34-day
reign and the experts said Wojlyla's
choice of the name John 'Paul II
indicated he would pusue the
policies of Pope John XX!ll and
Paul VI.
Wojtyla appeared to strike the
same familiar, friendly note that
John Paul I did by addressing the
crowd in slightly accented Italian
when he first appeared on the
balcony of St. Peter's Basilica and
used the personal pronoun "I."
"Praise be to Jesus Christ," were
his first words. "My dear brothers
and sisters, we are all still sad at the
death of our beloved Pope John
'Paull.
''And now the rever and cardinals
have named a new bishop of
Rome," he said. "They have called
me from faraway country-faraway but always close in its
union in faith with the Christian
tradition.
"I was afraid of receiving this
nomination but I have taken it in
the spirit of obedience toward our
Lord and absolute faith in· His .most
Holy Mother, the Madonna.
"Even if I am not able to explain

myself well in Italian, if I make a
mistake, correct me," he said to
wild applause. He spoke with a
marked accent but made only one
minor error in Italian grammar.
When the white smoke an.
nouncing the election of a new
pontiff billowed from the flood-lit
chimney atop the Sistine Chapel at
6:18 p.m. (11:18 a.m. MST), the
100,000 people standing vigil in St.
Peter's square broke into thunderous applause,
Many sank to their knees sobbing
with joyful prayer.
Half an hour after the first
smoke, Senior Cardinal Deacon
Pericle Felici emerged onto the
central balcony of St. Peter's
Basilica to intone for the second
time in 53 days:
"1 announce to you a great joy!
Habcmus Papam! (We have a
pope),"
.
The crowd broke out mto
thunderous applause, tossing caps
and handkerchiefs into the air as
Felici prolonged the suspense.
Many went down on their knees
praying or sobbing with happiness.
In Poland, which is officially
atheistic, Wojtyla has been one of
the loudest voices demanding rights
for Roman Catholics but his views
are more moderate than the fiery
Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski, also of
Poland.
Wojtyla was born in Wadowicc,
Poland, May 18, 1920, into a
working class family. The son of
non-commissioned army officer
who was .killed in World War II, he
was ordained a priest in 1946 and
was named a cardinal by Pope Paul
VI in 1967.
In his first act of office, the new
pope decreed that the cardinals
spend their third night together
with him in the makeshift Vatican
palace cells.
He said he would concelebrate
Mass in the Sistine Chapel Tuesday
morning with all 125 ca.rdinals,
including those over80 years of age
who were excluded from the secret
conclave,
In being elected pope, Wojtyla
collected at least 75 of the votes cast
by the Ill cardinals participating in
the secret Sistine Chapel conclave.
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A career in lawwithout law school
After just three months of study at The
["\ Institute for Paralegal Training in
Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business-without law school.

P<MftY with
BUCK CHARRI5

ano fnienas
eoer:zy Thunsoo(Y
night

As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
["\ many of the duties traditionally handled
only by attorneys. And at The lnstitUtt; for Paralegal _
Training, you can pick one ?f seven dtffer~n.t areas of
law to study. Upon completion of your tratntng, The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice.
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the
I nation's first and most respected school. for
paralegal training. Since 197~! we ve. plac~d over
2,500 graduates in over 85 ctttes nattonwtde,

I

f you're a senior or_ high_ acade. mic standin-g
and looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.
We will visit your campus on:
Monday, October 30

I'·

Under New Mexico law the
unidentified bodies must be kept at
least two weeks during which time
an investigation into the person's
identity is to be carried out,
"We try to hold each body as
long as possible, going through one
lead after another in an attempt to
identify a body," he said.
Only about two or three bodies
each year are never identified,
These bodies are usually donated to
the medical school and used for
teaching purposes, or if the body is
too badly decomposed, il is buried
at a local cemetary.
1f no relatives or friends can be
found to claim the body after it is is
identified, it is also either donated
or buried.
In some cases relatives of a
deceased person have been found
but refuse any responsibility or the
disposal of the body, McCarty said.
"There are two .major reasons
these people give for not claiming
the body," McCarty said, "Either
they can't afford burial costs or
they just plain didn't like the person
- he was considered a derelict or a
black sheep of the family and they
just don't care what happens to the
body."

•••
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Bodies

Safety

The two .most frequent were bad or
faulty exit-lighting systems and
soda-acid fire extinguishers which
the marshalls said should be
replaced with dry-powder types.
According to UNM Safety
Coordinator Bill Carroll, one
problem in complying with the Fire
Marshall's recommendations is
funds.
"In 1970 a complete survey was
done here," Carroll said. "The
estimated cost· of full implementation was $13 mill.ion. We
went through the proposals and
picked out those we thought most
important - that came to more
than $2 million. Last year We were
given $560,000 to work_ with - at
the 1970 dollar estimate."
Carroll said the dormitories got
first priority and a smoke detection
system was installed. The Popejoy
Hall, Keller Hall, and other public
buildings came next. Then the
money went to high-hazard occupancy buildings like the
chemistry building.
Carroll, who has the responsibility of safety in these areas, has
no authority to enforce action. He
can make recommendations to
everyone from a janitor to a
maintenance .man to President Bud
Davis, but that's all they ure. He
can ask, but not demand.
Some of the responsibility, he
said, is delegated to department
heads for violations such as blocked
exits. The physical plant deals with
light bulbs and exit signs and
recharging the pressurized-water
fire extinguishers. The University
architect deals with major

1200 wyoming n.e.
299

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732-6600

Association.

McCarty said the state assumes
the burial costs of these unclaimed
persons if they are not donated to
the Medical School. The cost of a
buri!ll ranges from $200 to $300, he
said.
McCarty said a woman last
month refused burial responsibilities of her husband after he
died at a local hospital. His body
was kept at the OM! until it
determined what would be done
with the body. Although the
woman said there were no other
living relatives of her husband, an
investigation was made to see if any
could be located, McCarty said.
When no relatives could be found
after two weeks, the body was
buried.
"A couple of days after the
burial we received a document on
him which listed his mother as
living in Denver," McCarty. said.
"When we contacted her she told
us she knew nothing of her son's
death," McCarty said. "·She said
she had called her daughter-in-law
two days after her son's death and
nothing was mentioned about it,
Her daughter-in-law had told her,
'everyting's fine."'
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The Association for women in
Science invites women faculty,
graduate, and undergraduate
science students lo gather in Room
134 of the Honors Center today at
12:30 for a formal discussion led by
Dr, Maria Tikhannen, a chemist
and supervisor at the New Mexico
State Scientific Labs in the division
of Health and Environment.

"Close Encounters
of the Best Kind"

The UNM Soccer Team will
compete in a state tournament in
Socorro on Oct. 21 and 22. Players
ate invited to try out today and
Thursday,

1978 UNM
Homecoming

continued from page 1

engineering matters that concern
the fire codes.
But none of the three areas fall
under one supervisor, or even any.
"l.t's one definition of hell,"
Carroll said, "responsibility
without the authority."
Even with the authority, Carroll
said he would not use it in most
instances. "It's a question of what
you buy with your protection
dollar," he said, "In most cases the
pressurized-water extinguishers are
just as good as the dry-powder
extinguishers, and it's a waste of
money to change over completely.
The chemistry building docs not
have the same fire hazard 'as
Mitchell Hall."
The fire dangers at UNM bear no
resemblance to residential or
commercial fires. A fire here will
certainly be confined to the room of
origin. There is plenty of time to
walk out."
In the case of the nonfunctioning fire alarms at Mitchell
Hall, C~rroll said they would
definitely be repaired, but
questioned their necessity.
"With so .many false alarms, I
doubt anyone would leave unless
they saw smoke or flames," he
said.
When Smith pulled the fire
alarms .last Friday and found they
didn't work, she went to a few
classrooms to give warning and was
told not to interrupt a test.
"When was the last time a
building was evacuated because of a
ringing alarm?" Carroll said.

The Student Council for
Exceptional Children is sponsoring
a presentation by Dr. Samuel Kirk
today at Montezuma elementary
School at 7:30p.m.

Oct. 18

- Queen Elections
.·
- PEC Mini-Concert on the Mall3 p.m.

Oct. 20

-"Friday Night Live" 6 p.m. on the Mall
-Judging of Homecoming Decorations 7:30p.m.
- PEC presents Pablo Cruise in concert
8 p.m., UNM Arena
,
- PEC Disco Dance 10:30 p.m. Subway Statum

***
A representative from., George
Washington University Law School
will be on campus today at Career
Services ill Mesa Vista Ha11213l.

Oct. 21

A Homecoming Elections poll
workers meeting will be held today
at 5 p.m. in Room 231 D of the
SUB.

CORONADO
CENTER
The Fun Place For
•
•
•
•

A party for Amy
,,

Hot Overstuffed Sandwiches
Super Chef Salads
Fantastic Nachos
0 utstanding Drinks

featuring
,
_
s . . ,,., . ,
"Tne Best erowe 1n own

WASHINGTON (UP!) - A White House party is being planned to
celebrate Amy Carter's 12th birthday oh Th1.1rsday. _
.
_
The "Lil" General Cloggets from Atlanta, Amy's dancing Alma Mater,
will be ih town to ente.rtain at the birthday gathering. in the East Garden
Thursday afternoon,.
.
_
.. _
.
._
.
.
.
F'irst Lady Rosalynn Carter will return from a two-day campa1gn tnp to
celebrate with her daughter, but she is making all the party arrangements
with cake and ice cream for all the guests.
It ~ill be Amy's second birthday celebration in the White House.

.1.

Live Entertainment
Nightly

Bing in bronze?
SPOKANE, Wash, (UP!) '""""': Gonzaga University Officials announ~ed
Monday they hope to raise $50,000 for a bronze statue of the late Bmg
the school's Crosby Library. _ . _ . _ _
_
· .
Crosby in front
The Crooner dohated an estimated$600,000 fort he hbrary severalyears
ago and many of his music and entertainment awards are stored m the
Crosbyanna room ther.e,
. _.
.
_ .
_ . _ _ .
_ , . __ ,
Crosby grew tip in the neigh~orh,ood and n,ttetJded O?nzaga U n!vetSJtY
before beginning his successful s1 ngmg and actmg career mthc 1920 ~·
School officials said snillll replicas of the statue Will be sold to tarsc the
nioncy.

,

-Homecoming Hun, Sponsored by H. Cooks
9 a.m. UNM campus
-Tamale Dinner-Sponsored by
UNM Alumni Assoc. 11 a.m. Arena
-Homecoming Game UNM vs. NMStJ 1;30 p.m.
-PEC Disco Dance 8;30 p.m. Subway Station
-Homecoming Dance 9 p.m. SUB Ballroom,
free to UNM Students

C!Cbtl5ta ~trttt leub

About people

or

The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training<!>

continued from P:EI9!'11

Open 11:30 a.m.

No Cover Ever!

After mall hours use outside ent~ance
FUN • FOOP • ;ENTERTAINMENT
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Candidates compete for queen
have lived all over the U.S. from
Nebraska to Texas, Virginia to
Albuquerque. The lasl 9 years I've
spent here in Albuquerque.
At the University of New
Mexico, l received my Associate
Arts degree in secretarial studies in
1977. Presently I'm working on my
business education and .sociology
degrees.

Editorial

Foolish tactics
An interesting thing is happening in UNM's student government
those days. It is not unique and should not be given much con·
sHJeration, but it does warrant mention.
ASUNM is in 1J stuto of turmoil considering the upcoming election
<JJJcithH flttnmpt to impeach Vice President Leonard Garcia. Someone is
pmr:!ictably trying to capitalize_on the state of affairs. An anonymous
l1!110r was mailed to all ASUNM' senators and to the LOBO which in
oss<~ncc warns ono snnator not to vote against Greek candidates
tJocfluse tho only good senator is a Greek senator. As might be expected, the mimeographed letter is signed "Anonymus" (sic) and a
post script is added which advised tlw senator not to abstain or elsefollowmi by obscene remarks and pornographic innuendos.
Tlw Iotter is obviously aimed at the Greek senators and candidates by
rnakinn it ilppear tllat they are using distasteful tactics to get their
c;mdirlatcs elr:cted. Politics is often a dirty game; but in this case, what
has lmen done is simply too ridiculous to be considered part of that
qamn. Perhaps we assume that everyone who might have access to
thllt Iutter would have enough common sense to dismiss it without
on other thought; but there is the possibility that someone will take it at
face value and it will do some harm, not necessarily to the Greeks, but
tho the ASUNM political process in general.

Capitalist grading
By Steve Kula
Editor:
Recently it has been proposed that UNM extend its grading scale
from five to 13 grades.
I, for one, am sick of being graded like an egg. Grades teach us
capitalist morals in that we are pitted against each other in a competitive rather than cooperative effort. We are taught from childhood
that asking one another for help is "cheating." We are rewarded for
good grades no matter how we got the grades, just as our society
rewards those who have money no matter hqw it was procured.
Grades assume that some students are better in some ways than
others. While I might argue this idea, even if it is taken to be true, why
are we so concerned with pointing out these differences? Does it improve the educational process? Do we learn more by grouping people
into whatever number of categories? Perhaps some might argue that lt
is fulfilling the role of some sort of "incentive." If a student doesn't
wish to learn, he shouldn't be here.
Even if I were to grant that this capitalistic "motivation" was
necessary (which I certainly do not). I could challenge the validity of
grades. What are grades a measure of? Like 1.0. test scores, we can
compare them and make statistacal analyses, but in the end it's all
meaningless. Grades are not a measure of the effort or time one puts
into a subject, nor are they necessarly a measure of what one has
learned. Many times on an exam I have been faced with the decision of
explaining what I have learned (my understanding), or of saying whM
the teacher wishes to hear (like a tape recorder), leaving me with the
choice of an education or a grade. Viva Ia Educacion!
We have reached the point where grades have become the student's
primary goal and education has been thrown by the wayside (assuming
that it ever was the goal).
True, many students, Very possibly the majority, are not here for an
education but for a degree (i.e., a job). However, there are some
students here concerned with learning, and not with ordering people on
a scale of one to 10, A to F, or apples to pigmies.
Now, by extending the system to thirteen grades, we are assuming
that not only is grading valid, but that by merely extending our range
we can make the system more "fair" by putting people into smaller and
smaller boxes.
The most fair thing that could be done would be to eliminate grades
entirely. While this cannot be done because of demands made by our
society (we must give "degrees," a synonym for "grades"), perhaps
the faculty would seriously consider a credit/no credit system. Such a
system is similar to the one offered to students who have made high
grades before (the presidential scholars) in special seminars. These
students need it, least having shown an ability, through process of
natUral selection, to work within the system anyway.
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belong to a sorority, but in my
spare time I enjoy riding my horse,
raising parakeets and keeping fancy
goldfish. My apartment is real
menagerie! l also enjoy writing
short stories and poetry.
I was one of four runners up in
the 1978 Charlie Girl cosmetics
contest. A time has never been
when it was more exciting to be a
woman. Being a. college woman
today has special meaning for me.

rart of my career at school.
Homecoming is def\mct. At least
that's whnt many pcorlc think.
Personally, I don't believe that
Homecoming is a cJying tradition,
and that is part of the reason why
I'm running for Homecoming

been an active member of Alpha
Chi Omega sorority in which I have
served as nctivities clmirrnnn and as
a member of pledge AUidancc.
During the past three years, I have
spent mY summers Jifcguarding,
teaching swimming lessons,
working at Kistler-Collistcr and
modeling.
Afler gtnduption from UNM, I
plan logo to law school.
I'

Mary Helen Baber
......~ r--,,
I

ARENT You PIGS WONDERFUL?'

Letters

Opinion

;Is a dental hygene major. I don't

Dorm idea unity

Editor:

Student apf)thy is often a problem, and sometimes this is true for the
dormitories in particular. Problems have surfaced with the RHSA
endorsement meeting held on October 12, problems that call for an
alternative voice from the dormitories. To begin with, the President of
RHSA was not present for the meeting, and some of the candidates
didn't seem to know there was an endorsement meeting that night.
Two of the houses were not even represented on the panel. In light of
this unprofessional and unrepresentative endorsement meeting,
concerned dorm students have come together to form the Independent
Dorm Students Association: It's about iime the dorm students got a
unified idea of what they really want from ASUNM, and what they
want ASUNM to be. We would like each candidate to be a factor.
Dan Gymrek
President
Independent Dorm Students Assn.

. A religious body

DOONESBURY
PAY /5: CAMP OAV/0
PLUS 7ti/O. 71/C: HIS70RJC P/:ACE Acca?/Js
ktNOU3 AN OI/TPOIJR.-

/Nfl OF PIJ8/.IC I/CCI.AIM!

Homecoming is by tradition
associated with football. However,
the Homecoming queen is elected
by everybody-not just those
associated with football. For this
reason, the role of the queen should
be more than one brief appearance
during the Homecoming game at
halftime. The queen can and should
be a public relations person for not
only the major sports events but for
anything connected with the
University, be they engineering
society functions, dorm activities or
rugby matches.

/

Through my involvement in
campus activites, I have become
aware of many aspects of college
life I otherwise would not have
encountered. My involvement with
Homecoming is another opportunity to become a part of what
I consider one of the finer aspects
of university life. Through my
"campaigning" I have been given
the opportunity to meet students
here at UNM J would otherwise not
have met, and through the
Homecoming activities I have mel
many of the alumni who have
helped to support UNM.

-~

Kathleen Keller
As a native New Mexican, I feel!
would be able to truly represent the
University of New Mexico if elected
Homecoming Queen in J 978. I have
been
.active
in
various
organizations, including Chi
Omega sorority, of which J am an
officer. I've worked as· a
presidential aide at ASUNM to try
and learn more about student
government. I'm chairperson of the
New Mexico Union board. l'm a
senior majoring in communicative
disorders and psychology. I am
mainly interested in the field of
audiology and I would like to work
with deaf and hard of hearing
children. My favorite hobby is
taking care of my pet boa constrictor.

My name is Sus.ie Lewis, and
am a 1975 graduate of Highl:md
High. This is my fourth year here at
UNM where I am majoring in
psychology and minoring in speech
communications. Upon graduation
.l hope to working with emotionally
disturbed children and/or teenagers
in a crisis center or familycounseling service. r was born in
Albuquerque 21 years ago and have
lived here ever since.

FOR. CAF<TER, 5U{.(.E5S
IS $(1/E&T. HIS STANDING
aJnH c:a/GR£55 AND UJITH

Editor:

I am writing in response to the recent article "Pro-choice Group
Forms"
First of all it cuts me to the heart and saddens me deeply that such a
cause may possibly be sponsored by some 28 "religious bodies" which
according to the story include most Protestant and Jewish groups. It
seems to me that any conglomeration of only 28 groups would find
much difficulty claiming to represent most Protestants and Jews
equally, whether speaking of most members of most denominations.
There must be hundreds of Protestant denominations alone, and none
of the 28 sponsoring "bodies" Were named.
This brings me to the question: What might be called a religious
body, maybe a "religious" coalition for abortion rights? Some of the
most "religious" bodies in our country go by the name ofthe Church of
Satan or meet in groups called "coven." I don't mean to say that these
are the groups sponsoring RCAR - only to expose the range of the
gamut that the term might run.
In the article, an RCAR spokesperson was quoted .as saying, "Some
people have the icJea that it is un-Christian or atheistic to be pro-choice.
That simply isn't true.'' The spokesperson might have been right if pro·
choice refers to valid free choices, like whether or not to walk the dog,
or whether or not to attend the church on the corner. However, the
choice being promoted is very singularly the so-called right to
discontinue the life that exists in the womb.
In defense of the Christian, or simply God's side, I wish to quote from
the l39th Psalm:
(13) Truly you have formed my inmost being;
you knit me in my mother's womb.
{14) I give you thanks that I am fearfully, wonderfully made;
wonderful are your works.
(15) My soul also you know full well;
nor was my frame unknown to you when I was made in
secret, when I was fashioned in the depths of the earth.
The groups which are sponsoring RCAR may very well be religious,
bUt it is difficult to see how they can reconcile their position with Holy
Scriptures. I believe the souls of millions of aborted "persons" will be
witnesses on judgement day.
Even as saddening as the article was to me, I got a chuckle out of the
argument that the proposed Human Life Amendment threatens
religious freedom by forcing all groups to accept one definition Of life.
How absurdf The anti-abortion or pro-life concept is not more a threat
to religious freedom than, say the conviction of a Satan-worshipper for
the murderous sacrifice of human victim and drinking its blood. The
fact cannot be denied, by any sane person, that there is life in the fetus
from conception. To allow a ''mother" the choice of aborting this lie
based on the idea that it couldn't remain alive outside the womb, is very
simply despising the wonderful creative work of God which is in
progress.
Recalling our 28 "religious bodies," I wonder how they feel they can
despise the creation and yet be light with the Creator?
Greg Beyer

.

~~;·-

My name is Linda Karen
Nicholson and I would like to be
your Homecoming Queen. I stand
5' 8" tall and weigh 116 poUnds.
My dark blonde hair contrasts with
my hazel eyes. I was born 2l years
ago in Chicago.
After a fairly normal childhood
and adolsecence, I attended Loyola
University of Chicago as a pre"mcd
student. I decided to transfer to
UNM. Here, I changed my major
to psychology and decided to go to
dental school.
Because of my enjoyment in
football, I have always considered
im.nortant event.

As a senior at UNM, J am
enrolled in the business school and
am majoring in accounting. l am
currently an ASUNM Senate
assistant, and am working. at
Albuquerque Steaksmith.
For the past threee years I have

Through the varied activites I've
participated in a as a member of a
sorority, I've developed an Un"
derstanding of what school pride is.
Activities like fund-raising for
charities, volunteer work, and Ja:st
but not least, Homecoming participation have been an important

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services

HAV5.

I

< .. ,~.
-

Jobs! .Jobs! .Jobst
Cash Daily!!!

,.,,.

Czaps

Hi! My name is Lynn Dee
Czapski, and I'm running for 1978
Homecoming Queen. It would be
an honor and an exciting experience
to represent the University of New
Mexico as its qneen.
My name is Rhonda Burger, and
I was born in Swindon, England,
art Jli11e 27, !957. My· father was in I've been selected as a I-lotnecomirtg
the Air Force, so I guess t11at Queen candidate.
This is my third semester at UNM
qualifies nic as a military brat. I

onda Burger

by Garry Trudeau

AGORA
277-3013

Cindy Coffey

Linda Nicholson

HANOL!NG OF AUUAVS

b

Happy HOillCComing! Before I
begin, I must say that J hope
everyone takes advan!age of the
events going on this week for
Homecoming. A lot of people have
worked so hard to make it an
entertaining and memorable week
for students as well as alumni! Now
I will try to help you get to know a
little about mel
I, Kay Langley, am a 20-year-old
senior majoring in Humau
Resources (personnel) here at the
business school.
An organization which has given
me a beautiful home away from
home is my sorority, Alpha Chi
Omega. The girls have been
wonderful, the experiences invaluable.

l

86% NOI.Q APPt<IJVE OF HIS tAIEJ.L, I

AFFA~··

Kay Langley

We're here to listen

ff{Jle0Vf3R,

THE lANe&

"
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Are you lonely?

Elaine Graeber
To me a very important aspect of
college education has been the
awareness of being willing to experience personal growth by attempting that which is unfamiliano
me.
Participation
in
this
Homecoming has afforded me
another opportunity to meet new
people and have a very pleasant
new experience.
As individuals we have many
varied opportunities to show
support. and respect for UNM, and
if J am elected queen for this
Homecoming I woUld fulfill all the
obligations involved to the very best
of my ability.

:.

··~.

Labol'el's,
Domestics,.
Clel'ical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have tl'lln·
spol'tation and phone

.

1.200San Pedro NE
262·1946
Parkitlg in rear

GLASSES & CONTACTS
MADE WHILE 'IOU WAIT!!!

national
optical
2.110 Centra.! S.E.

243·6157

ASUHffi-PEC/C.ASA PRODUCTIONS Preaente the

U~m HOmECOmiNG CONCERT

8:00 gm

Ftlday, Octobet 20, 1978
at the UNm Ate no
Tlcketo Gvo.Jiable at all t.lck•t maat•tlocatlona
Prlc•a J7.50 & J&.SO
Good Hata atlll avatiGble
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Lobo Runners Fall
To Veteran Buffs
UNM runners improved on their
individual time.\ but the increases
were nol enough 1u offset
('olmado'.'> depth U'> tile Lobos
dropped a dual cross»wLullry meet
17-45 Saturday.
Tile Colorado
runr}('rs, ranked fourth nationally,
l'ini\hed /-2-J-5-6 over the six-mile
layout around lJNM's north golf
rour..,c.
r:reshman Ham Stcrgcl'cldl was
the top UNM runner for the third

Sleep Study
Subjects
Sloop study subject:; UJf.! being lnvltod to
$ludy of twtl typos of stoop-

par\IC;IIH~IIlln i.l

Ing fliiiS
Sub)or:ta who havo had dlllicu1ty sleep·
Jng lor at least two wouks, who ha<Jo noma·

jor l!lnesa and who aro not now taking
filoeplil{J pills or psychololglcul metllcatton
an:l JJkoly to bO suilabfo
Tt10 stully roqulros throe lntcrvlowa llnd
Includes a lull modlcrll ovnluauon. There [s
no cost to sublects admlttod to lho study.
Thoso who need moro information or ara
intorostod In atlendlng a screening inter·
vit.IW should wlto to:
Dr.J ack Bonnett, Dept.
ol Psychiatry UNM,
020Comlno doSalud NE.67131
or phono, Mrs. Betty Blorner
265·1711, Ext.2612, Mon. through Fri.

wc~k

in tt row, finishing fourth with
29:28 time. His clocking was :57
improvement over his winning time
ltl>l week aguinsl Adams Slate.
Clancy !)every Wa'> the second
Lobo to cross the finish li nc,
arriving in '30:20 for 7th pla~e.
Sammy Kipkurgat was 8th in 31:58,
Tarmo Hahto 9th in 34:32 and
Mark Romero 1Oth in 36: 17.
Silverberg was pleased with his
runners' efforts in the face or the
stronger Colontdo squ11d.
"They arc improving every week.
We hope to be ready in lime for the
WAC championships and qualify
for nationals.
"l was real pleased with Hans
and Clancy. Sammy ham't improved as much as he could by this
lime, buthisiscomingalong."
Kipkurgat is gelling back into
shape arter a four-week layoff early
this season. He took the time off
after competing in collegiate and
international meets continously for
one year.
The sixth Lobo runner, freshman
Jeff Hildebrandt, did second
against Adams State, had a sore leg
muscle but will compete next week
at the Colorado Invitational,
Silverberg said.

UNM'S ANDEAN STUDY AND RESEARCH CENTER IN
QUITO, ECUADOR OFFERS UPPER DIVISION AND
GRADUATE COURSES RELATED TO LATIN AMERICA
in the social sciences, languages and literature,
Applicants should have a GPA of 2.5 or better and two years of
college Spanish or its equivalent since all classes are taught in
Spanish.
DEADLINE for Spring Semestet: October.3l, 1978
Latin American Center
229 Ortega Hall phone 277-2636

-HOWLING·
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By LINDA GLEASON
The Atlanta Symphony, led by
the graceful gestures of Robert
Shaw's
hand,
made
its
Albuquerque debut Sunday night at
Popejoy Hall.
The first piece performed by the
87-member orchestra was the
Prelude to "Die Meistersinger von
Nurnberg," the only ~omic opera
written by Wagner (1813-1883). It is
the story of a song contest for the
l1and of a beautiful woman, The
prelude opens with the lively

Procession of the Mastcrsingcrs,
which is followed by the tender
melody representing the love of two
opera characters. This is followed
by !he Guild-theme and the Prizesong. Cou ntcr melodies are
combined with the Apprentice's
Parody of the first Maslersingcr
theme and the climax of the Prelude
is reached when two Mastersingcr
themes and the Prize-song are
combined.
The symphony performed
Mozart's (1756-1791) Symphony

Photo Contest
Is it a bird? Is it a rocket?
No, it's Moneyman and his sidekick Dollah.
Batt!ing the wrongdoings of non-capitalistic criminals throughout
the Umverse, Moneyman and Dollah uphold the ideals of Good, Gold
and Greed for !he welfare of money-making-mankind.
F~ster than a passing _buck~ more P_OWerful than a bar of gold
bulhon, able to leap htgh mflatwn rates m a single bound Moneyman
and
Dollah,
in
the
guise
of
bad·m~nnered
Scna.tor Gill Gordan and his secretary, Bill Brackett.

For the last six years, tile Nikon
Camera Comp'any has sponsored
the
largest
student-faculty
photography contest in the United
States, The contest is open to
amateur photographers only,
Student entries are judged only
against other student entries, while
faculty entries compete only against
other faculty entries.

Episode #!-Stock, stock, who split my stock?
There is no limit to the number of
entries a person may submit.
Entries can be in black and white.,
"J cepcrs, Moneyman, looks like someone split your stock right • color prints, slides, or any com"
down the middle."
l' bination of the three. There are
restrictions on the size of entries,
"Y cs, Dollah, and I've got to get to the bottom of it quick."
Prizes for the contest are worth
Moneyman and Dollah, inside their secret Moneycave on the
o~tskirts of Buck City, take off for parts unknown with a leap into the

i
I
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Debbie Weinreis: a most pursued athlete.
to get away from this close identification.
"We didn't want to go to the
same school," said Weinreis, "we
wanted to split and go to different
schools."
The athletic programs at UNM
left the sisters with a good impression and both decided to attend
UNM.
Volleyball coach Cathy Lies said

Weinreis came to the squad as a
walk-on, and that her height makes
her an excellent blocker.
In a game against Arizona State
University, Weinreis has an impressive 36 stuff blocks for point or
sidcout.
About her future, the Minnesota
athlete says, "l don't like to plan
far ahead." "I take each day as it

first game Saturday morning with
very little practice as a unit.
''We tried to have one practice
every week but we cmly held two,
mainly because of the long working
hours. Luckily, about half of the
players have played elsewhere in the
states.' •
When they arrived for the
tournament, the Oosiks were two

players short. They picked up two
other players before their first
match but lost to Santa Fe Santos in
a kick-off after being tied 3-3 at the
end of regulation time.
"The competition here is good,
real good," Heise said during a
break between matches. ''It is
tactical and skillful rugby with
much variety than in Alaska,"

And as Moneyman, with Dollah trailing behind, goes flying off
towards the horizon, yelling, "Rich, rich, we're rich!" the world can
once again rest assured that no stone will go unroll;d in the never
ending struggle for money, money and more money, . ,

Ma~M~cl
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Mike Carter
First start as a Lobo

for at least two weeks because of
a rib injury.
Carter is averaging 5.6 yards a
carry and has exploded for close
to 170 yards so far in his freshman campaign.
Owens has thus far grabbed
four passes and Mondt said the
freshman graded better than
senior Keith Ellis and wiJl
therefore be the Lobo's flanker,
Mondt blamed the below-par
defensive performance on poor
tackling. "That's all it was. In
the second half I think the
defense started playing harder!'
Mondt nominated defensive
end Charles Baker as the WAC
defensive player· of the week,
and nominated center Tom
Ryan as the offensive player of
the Week,
With Hltdsepth out of action,
some holes have to be filled.
Doug Smith is listed as his
r.eplact:mcnt i11 the backfield,
Shamy Fields will handle the
punt returns, while Bill Turner
or freshmar\ Mike Klcnck is to
· hau(.\lc the ptilH i ng chores.

\

~·
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Tall Tale Teller
I rolled a joint with fingers quick,
and then the gummy edge I licked;
I lit that number with a match,
and quite a buzz I did catch:
my mind did flips and pirouettes
to king that marijuana cigarette;
my brain heard colors, my ears felt heat,
I was amazed, I said, "Hey Pete!
What kind of pot is this we smoke?"
And slowly, slowly this Pete spoke:
"This weed I found on a mountain high
whose peak went far beyond the sky,
and on the peak a mans sits still,
a man of stone, of granite will.
And near the man a song just sings
of birds who'd gladly trade their wings
for just a pinch of his magic hash
or even one puff of his secret stash.
I climbed that mountain hard and cruel,
a picking axe my only tool;
I climbed into the clouds so white;
I climbed and climbed into the night.
And when I got up on that peak
I saw the man whom I did seek:
he wore a pure white muslin sheet,
a flattened rock was his seat.
He said, 'Hey,you, why are you here?'
And quickly i pulled out a beer.
'Ah, Michelob,' he said, 'let's sec,
I said, 'Yes, a whole six-pack,
but you have something that I lack,'
'What's that,' he asked, 'that you have not?'
And I said, 'Sir, I'm out of pot!'
·
To make this longish story short,
10 poUnds I managed to extort,
and climbed back down that sorry hili
Where sits the man of granite will.''
When Pete was done I shook my head,
I took a hit and this I said:
, "I hold my judgment on what you say:I don't say yes, I don't say neigh.
I'm just glad you didn't find a way
to !ell about the one that got away,''

Arts Events
Wednesday, Oct. 18
Films; The Late Works of Stan
Brakhage, 8 p.m., SUB Theater.
Admission charge.
Thursday, Oct.19
Lecture; "Mark Twain And The
Mind's Ear", by Professor Walter
Blair, 3:30 p.m., Woodward Hall
room 149. Free. This is the first
lecture in the American studies
department lecture series.
Film; "Orpheus'' directed by Jean
Cocteau, 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
Friday, Oct. 20
~The

Mark Mandel

r

i

Selling shampoo and posters,
prissing about waiting for fashion
photographers, and playing parttime sex symbol is a long cry from
the movie picture industry.
If you doubt the validity of that
statement, go sec "Somebody
Killed Her Husband," starring
Farrah Fawcett Majors in her first
major role.
Cast as the Wife of a New York
junior executive, Fawcett whimpers
and giggles her way through a script
so far fetched, it's a wonder there
are people crazy enough to finance
such a venture.
Co-star Jeff Bridges, who
assumes the role of a Macy's
department store salesmen, falls in
love, on sight, with Fawcett in an
opening scene.
As a unfulfilled housewife,
Fawcett accepts Bridge's marriage
proposal. Intending to break their
plans to Fawcett's husband, they
find him mysteriously stabbed in
the back, Thus a basis for a string
of murders is established.
Rambling on aimlessly, the film
never develops a worthwhile plot,
failing to distinguish a comical or
serious approach.

No, 41 inC Major ("J\l]litcr"), K.
551. The name ''Jupiter'' was given
to lhc Symphony by the English
composer pianist, J. B. Crumcr in
1821, but the piece is said not to be
or an Olympian mood. The JH\1111'
was probably derived from the
elaborate finale.
The highlight of !he Symphony's
pcrformarlcc was the full and rich
interpret at ion of Strauss' "Don
Juan, Tone Poem, Op. ZO."
Strauss' Don Juan is the creation of
Austrian philosopher at1d. poet,
Nikolaus Lenau, whose version of
the story is somewhat different
from the one we know from
traditional literature. This piece
was enhanced with the extensive usc
of horns.

KUNm Toda_y
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
p.m.; NPR's "All Things
Considered''
7 Jl.m,; "The Home of Happy
Feel" (Western, folk)
6

Covered
'IIV'ago.n
Maken of Hand Made
Indian Jew•lry
OLDTOWN

CO:'\TACT IJ·:;\S SPECIAL
'10 AU<·rgan h: it '3'"
Cnll for Low Pri<"f.'S on liard.
Soft or Sc.-m i-Soft I ,t•nst"\

lf you have 98 minutes and $3.50
to waste this movie is a must for
you.

Cast'\ Optical Co.
I,!.,.,,, \\ .-.1 .. 1 (

·•~•

, ll• , .• 11 I tr.,o.:

l.onw' al \\ a'hir11!
1 7 ton • 2fl:i~bk46
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ByS. MONTOYA

"What does it mean, Moneyman?" asks Dollah, the Boy Blunder.
"It means
. tbat we're rich. We're rich! Do you hear?
. We're rich!"

Carter Will Start
Freshman Mike Carter and
William Owens will be in the
Lobo starting lineup Saturday
afternoon against New Mexico
State, head football coach Bill
Mondt said.
Mondt, speaking at the
weekly press (uncheon, also said
safety Ma.x Hudspeth will be out

"Somebody Killed Her Husband"
Columbia Pictures
98 minutes
Coronado 4 Theater

Moneyman, quickly taking his calculator from his elaborately
equipped Moneybelt, immediatley began pressing buttons, "By god,
do you know what this means?"

comes."

more than $13,000. Three first
prizes in the contest arc $1 ,500 in
Nikon photo equipment, awarded
to two student entries (one black
and white, one color), and to one
faculty entry (either black and
while or color).
Other prizes are for lesser
amounts of photo equipment, cash,
Nikon photography courses, and
award certificates.
Contest entry forms are available
at various camera stores in
Albuquerque, or from the Daily
LOBO Photo Editor, located in the
LOBO newsroom in Marron Hall.
Deadline for entries is January 20,
1979.

Time Killer

They arrive al Merry! Pinch (We bullshit on America) in no time
!1at and rush straight to Moneyman's broker.
"What's the meaning of this split, you cad?" asks Moncyman,
"Well, the company merged with another and now you'll receive
twice a·s much interest quarterly instead of three times a year, and your
stock itself has tripled in value."

Alaskan Oosiks Drop Their Pants
By RAY GLASS
After 2600 miles, two pickups,
three matches and one party, the
Alaska Oosiks ended their first trip
to the High Desert Classic rugby
tournament by dropping their
shorts.
Sunday morning, late in the
second half of their fourth match,
the Oosiks were rolling over the
Albuquerque Aardvark Old Boys
18-0. After a try which upped the
score to 22-0, the Oosik players
stepped out of their shorts and
saluted their opponents in true
rugby style.
The Alaska side finished the
game half-naked, scoring another
try in the process, to bring to an end
one of the strangest chapters in the
tournament's seven-year history.
The journey to Albuquerque
began when Oosik captain Gary
Heise went looking for a tournament the team could compete in
after the summer rugby season
ended in Anchorage.
''We traveled to two tournaments in the states last winter
looking for good competition. We
asked
some
Aardvarks
(Albuquerque team members)
about the High Desert and they
invited us,"
Finding the tournament turned
out to be easier than finding players
willing to pay for the $500 airplane
ticket to New Mexico, Heise said.
"Everyone had to pay their own
way artd they had to be able to get
time off (rom work. In Alaska you
don't have regular working hours;
you just .. work urttil the job is
finished. Everyone had to have a
pretty good interest in rUgby to
make the trip," he said.
The Oosiks, Whose club .name is
· derived from •a word mearting the
mafe. walrus genitalia, en tete.~ t~~!t

............

"Reeling.~nd wnllung, of course, to begin with," the Mock Turtle
ref?bed: and .'hen _the different branches of Arithmetic-Ambition,
D1verswn, UglificatiOn, and Derision."
-Lewis Carroll

lly ANDREW CORDONA

Most UNM sports enthusiasts
do not realize that UNM Volleyball
sensation Debbie Wcinreis was one
of the most put sued athletes in the
nation.
Wcinreis had offers from 25
major universities throughut the
country before deciding on UNM.
Football running back Mike Carter
is the.only UNM athlete that exceeds Weinreis in college offers.
Wcinrcis attended Eisenhower
High School in Minnetonka,
Minnesota, where she played
basketball and volleyball.
In her senior year in high school
the Minnesota athlete helped her
team to an impressive sixth place
finish in the slate volleyball
tournament. The tournament
comprises the majority of the prep
schools in Minnesota.
UNM basketball coach Kathy
Marp¢ recruited both Debbie
Weinreis and her twin sister Denise
on basketball scholarships.
The basketball coach said she
was impressed by her height and
coordination. Wcinreis is listed as
6-4 in the official volleyball roster.
"She's coachable," says coach
Marpe, "she listens and is willing to
learn.''
Wcinreis said when she visited
the UNM campus during the
summer she was inspired by lhe
facilities on campus.
The Minnesota athlete mentioned
that the Pit is one of the finest
basketball facilities in the country.
Weinreis said it was a difficult
decision between her and Denise as
to which of them would attend
UNM.
Weinreis mentioned that in the
past she has been closely identified
with her sister. Both sisters decided

ARTS

.

Twin Weinreis One of a Kind

Show, S~mphon~ Successful

Hon1ecoiTiing
Queen Elections
Tomorrow, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
PoUing Places:
• New Mexico Union
• La Posada
• Engineering Building
• Medical Library
• Pres. Davis~ Lawn

WE HAVE NO
•TRAINEE" POSmONS

AT SIAUFFER
When you come to work atStaulfer Chemicals, you start
right in as a respec!ed~and responsible-member of out
staff. You will have exposure and visibility from. day one;
not be stuck in .an assistant position for years. If you feel
your education has prepared you for immediate responsibility, you owe it to yourself to explore the exciting
openings available in therrlical engineering, mechanical
engineerl"ng, chemistry and technical sales.
We offer above average salaries and a complete program of
benefits. For complete information,. meet with Richard
Mitchell, our campus representative when he visits your
campus on Thursday, October 19. If you are unable to
meet with us, write to us outlining your experience and
career desires. In the meantime, see out information in the
Placement Oflice. STAUFFER CHEMICAL.S, Employee
Relations Department, P.O. Box 3050, San Francisco, CA
94119.

-President's Concert; The UNM-

Band and Collegiate Singers, 8:15
p.m., Popejoy Hall. Admission
charge. This is the Scholarship
Benefit Concert.
Homecoming Concert; Pablo
Cruise (for sure) with Elvin Bishop
(tentative), 8 p,m., UNM Arena.
Admission charge.

,..__

. An Equal Opportunity Employer/Male & Female.

'~
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261·1751, Valley ~entals~$35 rcc.

10/20
l'HREI! BLOCKS TO UNM. Jlrivarcly fcuccd lWei

bedroom hou~c. SIJO. Call 262·J75i, Valic>· kcntais.
Sjs fcc.
10120
ROOMMATU MAtE/FEMALE to share house. 31fz
blocks froin UNM 842·9879.
10/23

"'

LOST & FOUND

..

COYL\CT 1.E, 'i SI'H :(A(l
1 10 .-\llt·rgan h:. it 1 :1~"
,
(:all for lAJ\\ Pril't'\Otl liard.
~oft or ~·mi.~oft l.en'tl''

't'OURSf:I.F IN the: Peace Corps. 277·5907

12/01

I•OUND: TWO WAlLEtS. Edward C. Raff and
Khoa D. Nguyen. Claim Marron Hall. koom IO!i.

tfil
I.OST WEDNFSOA Y VICINITY Alumni Chapel:
~mall WCiodcn toy hot~c. Oti 4 wheel~. Great .
-value. 217..4666, 344·1313.

I
I

C;m·.' Optical C:o.
'"""'' \1 ''1"1

I·"'.'

Slwrl!

hou~e

5.

wnh fmnily. 29210/17

FOR SALE

~0 1/•-if-JJ f'ORTi\IJI r·. T .. V.'\ $15.00 to $60.00. ·141
W)tllmng Nl.~ 2·'iS·5987
\0/20
AllO SAX. EXCL'IIJ;Nl comlttion. king.
"SllPUUO" 2/JR·J401. ~4(X)m b~~~ offer.
tfn
'76 I·IAl 121!: Sl~DAN, 20,000 m1., ecl1tl0n1n:a\,
C\1.dknt the~. gootl, ;;h:an, city ~:nr. ·$1800. Call265·
MH~4

f\INKO'') I YPIN<i Sf-.IWJCI• {IBM Sdcctrk) nmf
nuw 1 1111111111: Pa<.\f)tlrt Plluttl\, Nu ;lppmutmcn1.

.26H

Rl~NT.

29~.

1k,. 1 1\lln 1 ~

~H" <tl \\ a.'hinglo11 • 2h::)-.~·~4fi

j

10119
< (;<.j-y(J(\:"f.~tllTJ(I· WOOD lumitur~ cn:~L~tl to fit
your m:c,h. S:pccw1mng in bcdrnum \ct~, !)Lcrco
\IWHI~, ._·ctl;rr (.hi.'~!\, unt! ndj•J\Ittblc bnok\hclvc~.
\\'htlh;,ulcpriC''~. Su!ill'r\ooLI, 14~·1711.
10/IR
;;T~R""""Nflllii"l\T·{)p (lf the hllf.l. Slit:htly uo.,~l) but
~1111 mu.kr w;uwnlly. Alltmnalk: bubhitlWindcr,
hlJndhcm, m<tke~ huwmholc\, lm\ ~.:omputcri7cd
~tr~td1 <olilch. 1\hu due\ loh- of I;mcy \llldlC\. Rep_.
'St!OOrww $150 c;l\h, 881 ....1889.
10/il:t

'74 DODG[: VAN, read~ Lt1 lnliltl up One \IJII, 3
nm.IIUUI tr<lll~lllh~ioll, gooU pncc. { all 265·
WIR i.lfl<."r6pm
tfn

~\WCLI,

P010..\iJIJ7l=ypi!WRIT[;R
AOU~R Meteor.
1•.x(cllcnt cumlilion. Phtltlc25~·Rl09
10/ZO
c.;(•Vl·N JNI>FP£;NDFNT WOOJ)WORKi'.RS tnking
t.'ll'>hlfll ortll'r~. Beds, chc!i.l~ ••.:ahiuct~, lltblc;'>, t0)'5,
bookl.:a\c~. gutc.,, etc. ll<1rdwood & ~oflwoot.l. J;irm
('~lim<ltC'i, fair price~. Harvard Variety, 1.14 llurv:trd
"-;!:. 2'i,5-(,77(1,
1()120
1·.1 H.i/\NT JUNK SAI.h. J'ue~tlay 10/17178 MonJe
Vi~tn Chri~tinn Chute h. 1501 C';unpu~ NE. ('I•Jlhhlg,

runntutc,

ILI1PiiUnCC~, Jot~ Of mi~cellaiiCt)U<, _goodie~.

1plll·7prn. Rcfreo;illnl.!m~.

10/17

fo:AY lfPIU<iliT ACOUSTIC ll;m, A mellow ~ound
fur Jau Pr C. W, ·Jeff, a.m. 217·4027.
10123
CANON AT-I CAMf-JI.A w/Viviliir3512.81cns, Fine
condition, w/all boxc~ <tt1d m<mu:tl~. Finl S200.00.

843·1245.

IO!ZJ
l'.IW JAVW.IN J·AJR ('ONDl'fiON. Cnll after 6pm

25S·IH2(t.

6.

10/23

EMPLOYMENT

WORK OVERS~AS IN the Peace Corp~. 277·5907
12/0J
OVFRSFiAS JOIJS • SUMMHR/full tirne,·Europe, S,
Amcri..:u. Amlraliu, J\o;la, etc. All fields, $500·$1200
nmnlhly, expchsc$ paid, sighac.-eing, Free info ••
Write: ltHcr1<tlionnl Job Ccnn:r, no.'< 4490·NA
10/25
Ucrkeh:y; C'A 94704.
GYMNASTICS PROGRAM COORDINATOR
needed, . Mo.,..cnlent Ex)liOralit'n and Beginning
Ci}llll!a~tlc~j llftcrnoom. S3.2!i/hr. Inquire: Hcighl.!i
YMCA, 265-(,971.
J0/17
ADIJRE.~SERS WANTEI) JMJ\.IEIJIATELY! Work
Ill home •• no experience necc.~~:n)' ~· ext:clli!nt pay.
Write Aincrknn Service, 8350 l':~tl Lane, Suite 127,
Dalla'i, IX 75,231
11108
Pt·IARM/\CY INTl!RN WANTJ:~D. E!!.:ccllcrit hmlrly
wageS(Unit Do~e Prognun) Confact: FtanC"c~ l.I.HalT;
l)ircctor orl1 1mrmacy, P.O. Uox 1388, New Mexico
Stolle Hospilnl, Las Vegas; New Mc"ico 87701.or~·all:
1·425·6711 E:'\t, 220.
10/Ur
110USI3S1Til~R 110R SEMESTER URE.Ak. Long.
ll:rllt Albuquerque rc~ident. 842·8563.
10/20
PAki·TlME RE1'AlL$ales person~ needed. liebcr'.s
luggage Outlet. 293-0811. 24).4242.
_ 10120
PART-ilME HCLI', JE.WHLR\' nwmlrncturing,
$3,00 hl)llrly. 2!16·3891.

H~MALC Ol{APUATE A-SSISTANT: Applicams

being sough! l'or Rc~ideoce Hall Oradua1e A.~si~tam
m Women'\ Rcsidcr1cc Hall for 197? fipring s~Jcster.
Earn 5tngle r01l1n, board, S200. ~t month, and
rt.!tcm.l IUhion W;H"'f.!r. Apnly As~oci<Hc Dean of
S1udent' OfrKc, La P(l~aUa HaiL Dcat.lliJtc Nol-'emtJCf
1, li.J?H.

10/)7

'JjJTp\a.--;A-N·r f·{)·

t;UPf•RVJSOR full-tinw. Golden
!·ned Chicken IHJO l.unu" NE. NZ-2181.
10123
f~YE-;N If' YOU an:: not Custer 1han a speeding bullet
or more powerful than a lo~:omotive or able_ to leap
tall buildings in a .~ingl~· bound•you c:m .~till. be the
Alb\Jqucrquc "Supcrmiln". The Hiland theatre l!i
~carching for a young male with a good pcr.~ouality
and a good physh;~l appcnri\nce lO act as its
n;pre.~entatwe or "Superman" at shopring ~,:enters,
civic event~. school~, etc. from Nov. 1 ilntH
C'hri~tm<t~. 'This i~ part time .employment thai offers
ill'l cx!=cl!ent '>alary for very linlc work. Apply in
per\OII only 10 .Hiland Theatre 4804 Central SE on
Thur<.day, Oct. 19, 197H froro 1:00pm-4:00pm. The
pOY.Cf of''Supcrman'' is cnming on strong!
10/19
THfi IIILAND TIIEATR~ i'i 110w taking_ 11n·
plicution~ l"or rnrHimc help. Applicant must be able
10 wor~ wcc}(n(ghts. weekend~, and holklays (in·

cl1.1ding· Christmas). Call for Jntervie~ p.pointmenl
pfte:r 6:00p.m. only. 26S·4S7S.
10fl9

7.

TRAVEL

WJLt PAY CAS 10, from l us Cruce\ if )'011 drive;~.
!ruck, will help m(: mOOre "il 1-'l<t~her to Alh1-1querque.
('all Marcy 293-ssn.
10/17

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WA'fER!lEDS AT Water Trips. S99 buys
yoq: (I) Any si1.e d<J.r~ walnut stained frame, (2)safcly
liner, (3)foam imll)aled comforl pad, {4)a.ny sj<;e
mattress wi!h 3-yr. guarantt=c, $99 at Water Trips.
;3407 Central NE. 255-2289.
03121
U.NM Soccer Team play in~ State tournament, Skillful
player!> wanted. Call 255·3853, 155-%08.
I 0/1.9
LAST CHANC.gJ 'fO reclaim poetry submitted ·tO
Conception~ S. W, 's l"'st issw~. Come by Marron Hall
lOS bt•fore noon through Ocl. ZOth.
10/20
TALt ON WALDORF EDUCATION and
Discipline ln the Home~ Bprn n\esday Oct. 17-3412
San Pedro NE, Waldorf Kinder Hou~c.
10/17

TDDAY'S CltDSSWDRD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Brawls
5 Freight
10 Seafood
14 Correct
15 Greatly: Archaic
16 Cache
17 Mess up
19 Slime
20 Amer. wild·
cat
21 Wittier
23 Balances
26 Flightless
bird
27 Chose not to
accept: 2
words
30 Hanging ornament
34 last word
35 Raises
37 Before in
time: Prefix
38 Depressing
39 Second
vendings
41 Narrow Inlet
42 Midi season
43 Latent
44 English rive1
45 Cease
47 Premier

Sea: French
Exhaust
N.Y . .take
Short surplices
60 Gelatin substance
61 Handy
64 lnstrumJ'lnt
65 More steadfast
66 Nursemaid
67 Trial
68 Park in the
Rockies
69 Snatch
DOWN
1 Change the
decor
2 Of some poems
3 Sensible
4 Tritest
5 Conveyed
6 Candlenut
tree
7 Fled
8 Carriages
9 Approx.

50
51
52
56

UNITED Feature Syndicate
rc~nM:::ro.c;nday's Puzzle Solved·
SHOD

DA.NTE.CHUEI

H 0 M 0
0 R A N

0 R I 0 N
H 0 s E
M I l E S T 0 N E S

PARADI~E.ARREST
T 0 N E
SIT 0 A~

~~·-~~ELL~
P E A ME T E R
L E V E R
0 N 0 R

R II

G 0 R

p A I
A A C I S T

ID

A H

I N E
.cE_c!_c!:_ E A S E 0
8 L I T .H E S 10 1M1E
D A R E
JONE
RIPON
EGIS
SEES

13
18
22
24
25
27
28

29
31
32

33
36
39
40

0

SPENT

Pub product
Wander
Pile up
Suckle
Lanced
Perched
Diminish
Lateral part~
Fling
N. Amer. Indians
Smallest
Constellation
Resurrected
Intermission: 2
words

RANK

44 Shading
46 Turkish inn
48 Speedsters
49 Great
Britain's
emblem
52 Sodium
chloride
53 Chill
54 Rodents
55 Hearts:
Anat.
57 Lacerate
58 Girl's name
59 Pierce
62 Acorn
63 WW-11 victory sign

The bill is conditional to lhe
approval of President Carter.
William Briggs, an attorney for the
firm of Rodey, Dickason, Sloan,
Akin and Robb, which is
representing the Univerily in the
case, suid the bill awards UNM the
title to the land owned by Monlogomery, including mineral rights.
UNM's geology department
plans to use lhe site for educational
purposes. "We have absolutely no
interest in commercial mining,"
said Douglas Brooking, chairman
of Ihe derartment.
Dr. Rodney Ewing, an associ ale
pnJf'essor of mineralogy with
UNM's geology deparlmenl, said
Montgomery owned the proper title
to only approximately 20 of the I 10
acres in;oi\Cd. "He has established
mining claims to the rest of tile
area,"' b,ing said, "but he wanted
to donate the entire parcel to
UN~1".

A vtipulution or the bill states
li

,.

=

TAOS
21 mi.
ESPANOLA
2 3 mr~i....,.,-~

PENASCO
7mi.
r-'

Dixon

HARDING
MINE

L

MILE
UNM must prove to the federal pay for the balance of the estate,
government there are no valid I he surface rights."
con1licling claims on the 110-acre
Bearers of mining claims arc
grant. An amendment, added allhe required
to conduct yearly
last moment by Sen. William assessment studies in order to retain
Pmxmire of Wisconsin, requires ownership of tl1ei r claims. Dr.
the University to pay "fair market Ewing said, "Owning the title to
value" for portions of the land the lands means we won't have to
which Dr. Montgomery
had perform the yearly asse~smenls,
mining claims to.
which is not a busines.1 the
Attorney
Briggs
,,aid, Univcr>ity wams t\J be involved in.''
"Unpatented
mining claims
UNM has leased the mine
essentially give the bearer only properly the last !'our years from
mineral rights. The Univer-ity will
Dr. Montgomery, a geolog;

...

.

%8

HW? &%
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'
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UNM student dies in blaze
UNM student Charle<, Held, 24,
died early Monday in a fire that
destroyed his mountain home, said
Harold Cook, public information
officer for the Bernalillo County
Fire Department.
The department has yel to cite
the cause of the blaze at the cabin in
Tijeras Canyon.
"There were no witnesses to the
fire, Cook said. "All the evidence
indicates that an explosion occurred
'vhen Held attempted to light a fire

10/23

We repair stereos, tv's, tapeS, and
also have electronic parts In stock.

by pouring gasoline into his wood
burning heater.
"Apparently the explosion blew
the door off the heater, knocking
Held down. We think a container
of gas fueled the lire when Held
attempted to remove it from the
nearby flames, said Cook.
The fire was reported at 3 a.m.
Monday. By the lime county
firemen rc.>ponded to the blaze, the
one-room
cabin
had
be<:n
destroyed.

~student

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!t

who's who'
deadline approaching
By ERIN IWSS
UNM students who feel outstandingly important should consider applying for inclusion in the annually published student "Who's Who."
St~dc~t Activities ?ire7tor K~ren Abrah.am, whose ;>ffice is accepting
apphcattons for tlOmtnallon, satd Oct. 23 IS the dcadltne for submitting
applications for students who wish to be considered for inclusion in the
"Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.

"We're taking applications from faculty, administrators, organizations
and from students who Walil to nominate themselves,'' she said.
Applicants must be junior, senior or graduate students in good academic
standing, she said.
"A committee of students and administrators decide who will finally be
nominated," Abraham said. About 48 students will be selected.

Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of-New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

professor at Lehigh Univcr'>ily in
Pennsylvania, for $1
a year.
1
'
\\"c'vc done the as:,c~smcnts
during this time, and the administrative complexities arc mindboggling," Ewing said. "Inevitably
there arc problem~ with equal
opnortunily employment, insurance for the workers, taxes and
;o l'orth."
The federal Bureau of Land
Management (Bl.M), which admini\lcrs the mine, was miginally
opposcu to the terms of tile grant,

Phil !leek, a Ill M offkial, ><ud the
bureau
irl\okc<l p,nvcrnmcnl
ownership of the mineral ri~htv,
beca\JSC llf the presence or strategic
minerals on the site. He aducd,
"BLM will be rcspnnsiblc for

clearing any connictinp, claim\,
because the law uocs not cxtin!(uish
rast claim riRhls."
The Harding mine, locuted abmrt
20 miles SlJuthwest of Taos, hm
yielded substantial tuuounlv o\
cornmcrdal beryl, lepidolite,
spodumenc and taltnlurn-niJlbium
minerals over a period of half a
century. These minerals, said Dr.
L:wing, have a wide range nf
metnllurgicul applicati<ln.v, in·
eluding weaponry.
Pegmatite rock is formed rrom

mnllcn magma~ and on·en conwin~
nne elelllcnts. "It's mosl spectacular feature is large crystals,"
said Dr. ):wing, "which often can
be tens or feel long and weigh
tons." Formations arc usually
exposed by erosion.
"rhe Harding mine is a spectacular area for student~, u he ~aid.
"In the lusl year we've taken at
least. l.'i different u niwrsily groups
and more than 500 visitors to sec
the mini!."
Iewing said the University ha.s
"absolulcly no plans" to ccJillmcrcially mine the properly. "i)r.
Montgomery
wants the site
preserved as a classic mineral
collecting. locality. We will continue
to pr·cserve the mine, and also u.se il
as an educational aid."

VIP's tnake
lfrnissing' list

Fire levels Tijeras Canyon cabin

505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
With valid UNM ID

~-~--- Tele!1hone:.___ _~--

i<'

ILV
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Ne"" Mexico Daily Lobo

Enclosed $ _ _ _ _ Placed by
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Wednesday, October 18, 1978

Barry's Electronic
Repair

Please place the foUowing classified advertisement in the New Mnico Doily
Lob
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): I. Penorials;
2. Lost & FOIDld;
3. Servires;
-+. Housing;
S. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

s ,....

R 0 S E S
MI±P
E D. I S 0
TREISTLES
TALILER

39.37": 2

words
1o Vocal group
11 Disorder
12 Tool

II

By BILL ROBERTSON
Unless President Carter intervenes, UNM now owns the
Harding
Pegmatite Mine in
northern New Mexico.
The 95th Congress, during the
wee hours of
ils last session
Saturday, endorsed the Pete
Domenici-sponsorcd
legislation
which gives Uncle Sam's approval
to Dr. Arthur Mongomery's wish to
donate the 1 10-acre parcel to UNM.

Abrahams said the student "Who's Who" is a 44-ycar-old national
pLih\ication, "They recognize certain students, and it looks good on your
resume," she said. "But they are also a profit-making organization, and
I'm sure they consider you and your parents are going to buy the book.
"They also claim," she said, "that they have a placement service for
students listed in the book."
Students selected for nomination will be l1onored at a reception given in
the spritlg.
Applications are available in the Student Government Office and in
Abrttham's office, Room !06 of the SUB.

Held was a UNM senior who
transferred from a school in Ohio
in the fall of 1977 and was pursuing
a BUS degree.

TAG has
scientific

Eighteen Lobo football players, three of UNM'' WAC~winning
bm;ketball players and 627 other UNM Mudcnts were listed in an ad placed
by the Rc<:ords Of lice asking "Do You Know Where You're At?"
The ad listed, among others, Defensive End Clwrlcs Baker, Wide
Receiver Ricky Martin and Defensive Tackle SJ1irlcy Gene Ray as having
"missing or incorrect local mailing addresse~ according lo Univcr>ity
Records." Basketball rlayer~ Phil Abney, Mark Felix and Russell
Saunders are also on the lbt.
A quick review of the names reveals lhc Bible's influence on parent.~
when choosing a name. Present on the list arc Ben, Samuel, Ruth and
Rebecca, lo name four. The list contains such famous people a<.Amcrkadiscovcrcr Columbus and beheaded queen Marie Antoinette.
The list of names also shows New Mexico's interna.lional flavor. The list
include Baca, Begay, Smith, Kowalsky, Khalaf, Woo and O'Neill.
Hopefully, Coach Mondt knows where his players are, because the
Records Office doesn't.

exhibition
A
display of the latest '
developments in the science of .j
[Jhotogrammetry is being exhibited \1
by members of the UNM
Technology Application Center and
will include participation by a
variety of UNM personneL
The conference is also the fall
technical meeting of !he American
Society of Photogrammelry (ASP),
which is meeting jointly with the
American Congress on Surveying
and Mapping (ACSM).
"Photogramrnetry is basically
the science of acquiring and interpreting photography for the
measurement of natural resources
and other phenomena,'' said Dr.
Stanley A. Morain, director of
T AC and deputy director of ASP.
He said the conference, held in
Albuquerque Ocl. 15-20, has been
in the planning stages for more than
two years.
Morain
is
the
national
representative
from
the
organization in charge of making
local arrangements for the conference. He said lhat about l ;000
r~searchers plan to attend the week
long meeting.
Mike E.. White, program
specialist with 1AC, IS vicechairman of the exhibits com·
mittee. He said, "Private in"
dividtlals and government age<tcies
fCohtlhued on pa·gc 3j

.. A

"CHADWICk PHOTO

Level
gauged

Harold Wagner and Frank
Turrietta from the city
Water Resources Department, install a 'reservoir
level indicator' in the reser·
voir at the corner of Redan·
do and Yale.

